Common genetic mechanisms of blood pressure elevation in two independent rodent models of human essential hypertension.
Genetic studies of essential hypertension, a complex, polygenic, and age-dependent disorder, have not been able to completely elucidate the genes responsible for development of the trait. We used a novel strategy to compare gene expression in the adrenal gland of two independent rodent models of human essential hypertension (the spontaneously hypertensive rat, SHR, and the blood pressure high mouse, BPH), with the goal of uncovering shared, common genetic mechanisms of hypertension across mammalian species that might, therefore, be pertinent to human hypertension. We deliberately studied young, 4- to 5-week-old, "prehypertensive" SHR and BPH that had not yet developed complete elevations in blood pressure (BP), so that we could minimize the impact of chronic, sustained BP elevation, age, and other confounding factors on gene expression, therefore increasing the likelihood that differential expression reflects relatively early pathogenic mechanisms in hypertension, rather than later responses to, or compensations for BP elevation. We compared transcript expression patterns of genes orthologous between the rat and the mouse, and presented candidate genes for hypertension that are differentially expressed in the same direction in SHR and BPH (ie, overexpressed in both SHR and BPH, or underexpressed in both SHR and BPH). Then we used a systems biology approach to analyze expression patterns in biochemical pathways and networks to isolate systems involved in hypertension pathology in both SHR and BPH. We found transcript pattern evidence for involvement of several systems in the pathology of hypertension in SHR and BPH: adrenal catecholamines and sympathetic function; steroid hormone synthesis, catabolism, and its contribution to enhanced glucocorticoid sensitivity in SHR; oxidative stress and its role as a common mechanism of vascular and end-organ injury; and intermediary metabolism with global but mechanistically different perturbations in SHR and BPH. Approximately 10% of the differentially expressed orthologous genes we studied shared a common direction of expression in the two hypertensive rodent strains, suggesting fundamental transcriptional mechanisms in common whereby mammals can elevate BP or respond to such elevation; even these shared orthologs spanned a diverse set of biological processes, reinforcing the multifactorial and complex nature of hypertension.